caseless cartridge
cal. 5.7 mm UCC

The caseless cartridge is composed of bullet and propellant, which burns completely, instead of the conventional primer it has a semi-conducting primer which ignites the propellant without measurable time-lag.

The 55 grain bullet is driven to 3300 fps at the muzzle.

VEC = VOERE ELECTRONIC CASELESS
UCC = USEL CASELESS CARTRIDGE

EC-Rifle Model VEC 91
High Power Bolt Action Rifle
Firing Caseless Cartridges
Cal. 5.7 mm UCC
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VOERE is happy to present the first factory made high power caseless ammunition firing sporting and hunting rifle ever. An outcome of a collaborated effort in research and development of ammunition and rifle, providing excellent accuracy.

Two small batteries supply current for about 5000 shots and are housed under a coin slot cover at the bottom of the pistol grip. The rifle will not fire unless the bolt is fully closed with the shotgun sliding safety in forward fire position.

The trigger let off is extremely crisp and sharp and is adjustable for weight 5 oz. to 7 lbs by a click click adjusting screw in the trigger guard. A free floating barrel of high quality ensures exceptional high level of accuracy.

The rifle features a bolt action with twin forward locking lugs, a double protector from gas leaks, a 5-shot magazine, a fully adjustable two stage electrical trigger, electronic ignition, tightening fast with practically no lock time at all.

Caliber: 9.7 mm UCC
Magazine: detachable box, 5 rnds
Safety: lug tang safety, shotgun type
Trigger: two stage electrical fully adjustable
Sights: fixed post front sight, windage and elevation adjustable rear scope sight
Scope mounts: 520 mm (20.5"")
Total length: 1.013 mm (39.3")
Weight: approx. 3.5 kg (7 lbs)